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The Smile on Hebe's Cheek
Robert Wiggins

Men do not often remember when
exactly they decided upon what profession or vocation to follow. Such
decisions are not usually marked by
any memorable event. More often
than not there

is really

no choice

in-

volved. One drifts, circumstances conspire, the commitment is made long

before one is aware. But Osbert could
remember. He thought of it as he
left the campus and walked toward
his boarding house for dinner. And
in the weeks to come he would often
pick the event up out of his memory, contemplate it, and puzzle over
it like some curious object he had
found in the dust of his path.
It had been on a day when he stood
up at a high school assembly as part
of the program and recited: "I am
Robert Burns. I was born January
25, 1759, at Alio way in Scotland,
the first son and eldest child of an

—"

The biographical
introduction gave way to a recitation
of "Man Was Made to Mourn," and
in the course of it occurred the moment of Osbert's decision. He knew
even the very lines of the seventh
stanza he was speaking: "More pointed still we make ourselves,/ Regret,
remorse, and shame!" His childish
treble was piping along until he
tripped upon the word regret. The
first syllable went all right, but the
humble farmer

second cracked off into a fragmented
He paused for the comma
and tripped again on remorse.
Somewhere in the audience a gig-

baritone.

gle

was

throttled

and choked into a

nervous cough. Osbert bravely carried
on through the lines "Man's inhuman-

ity

to

man/ Makes

countless thou-

sands mourn!" His shattered boyish
soprano alternated with an unstable
baritone; the nervous cough in the
audience gave up the struggle against
giggling and joined other muffled
feminine titters. Osbert mechanically
droned the remaining stanzas in his
new deeper tones, while his mind
roiled with embarrassment and resentment that the audience paid no

Then was born
become a poet. It

attention to the verses.
his resolution to

was a resolute decision, reached as
he brayed the concluding lines in his
new masculine voice.
Osbert thought of that choice made
years before. Two letters, mildly discouraging, he had received earlier in
the day. He was grateful now that
he had never told anyone of his earlier ambition. One letter had been
a rejection slip. Though he had been
sending out his poems for a number
of years, he was still inexperienced
enough to be upset by rejection slips.
He had received very few, chiefly
because he mailed his poems out infrequently, one at a time, to little
magazines that usually accepted them
without payment. He kept quiet about
this activity, and so far no fellow
professor had yet discovered his se-

He somehow needed to act almost furtive about his poetry. He
was spared what he was sure would
be condescending remarks from his
colleagues, and meanwhile his daydreams could revolve around his ultimate recognition as one of the most
brilliant poets of the newer generation. At thirty-four he still thought

cret.
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of himself as young, just embarking
on his career, though he had been out
of graduate school a half dozen years.
The other letter recalled a bit of
folly

that

forgotten.

though
title

it

Osbert wished

could be

was from his publisher,
was pretentious to use that
It

in referring to him.

Downtown

was a bookstore whose owner also
operated a small press. For a modest
subsidy he had brought out a small
edition of Osbert's poems, an attractive slim volume, full value for what
it had cost. Osbert had no cause for
complaint, except at what he thought
of as his own weakness and vanity in
giving in to the impulse. The bookshop press had distributed a few review copies, and by now Osbert had
given up any hope of seeing a notice

The letter requested
reasonable time having passed,
Osbert should at his leisure pick up
the remaining copies, since the shop
could not store them indefinitely.
In this dejected mood he found
himself at his rooming house. It was
run by a young faculty widow and
sheltered a number of quiet graduate
students. There was also Osbert and
a young sociologist named Williams.

of

it

in print.

that, a

For these two faculty members Mrs.
Flanders provided dinner on week
nights.

When

Osbert entered the dining

room, Williams had not yet come
downstairs. Osbert was pleased, for it
gave him an opportunity to regard
Mrs. Flanders as she shuttled between
the kitchen and the dining table with-

out Williams's irritating presence.
This was a pleasant occupation for
Osbert, one that he rarely managed.
Mrs. Flanders was a still attractive
woman only a year or two older than
he.

"Good evening, Professor Jones,"
she greeted, brushing her dark hair
back from her forehead with the back

"Mr. Williams should be
along any minute. I heard him come
in some time ago." As she turned
back to the kitchen, Osbert noted how
the small apron she wore cinched in
her waist. Really quite a feminine
figure, just short of being plump.
His imagination did not go beyond
remarking what a comfortable woman Mrs. Flanders was to be with. As
the senior lodger, who had resided
almost two years in her house, he
might have made some claim upon
her sociability. But it had never occurred to him to think of her except
as the landlady. Her early efforts to
be friendly had merely confused him.
He could not imagine that her attentions were directed to him as a
person rather than as a lodger. Now
he was content that she accepted his
presence without any necessity for
conversation. She busied herself at
the table, and Osbert quietly regarded her with a domestic feeling all the
more pleasant for its rarity.
The coziness was shattered by a
hearty voice, "Well, Oz, I see the old
pearl caster got here early tonight.
Didn't things go well at the diploma
mill today?" Williams's cheerful irreverence annoyed Osbert, but then
most things about Williams were annoying. Especially his name. He salvaged an otherwise undistinguished
label like Thomas Williams by using
of her hand.

his first initial

middle name

and resurrecting his

—T. Bailey Williams.

It

looked impressive in print and had
a distinguished ring. There was not
much one could do with Osbert (NoMiddle-Initial)

Jones.

Mrs. Flanders entered smiling.
"Sit down, gentlemen. We have a
roast chicken tonight for a change.
Tomorrow it's back to the beef stew
and meat loaf." She placed the chicken before Williams to carve.
"Let Jack-the-Ripper have a go at
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young poule." Williams
chuckled as he slashed away at the
carcass. Osbert thought the joke in
bad taste and marvelled that Mrs.
Flanders seemed to enjoy the performance.
Between gulps of his food Williams announced, "I've decided to
declare a holiday tonight and go to
a movie. There's a film I want to see.
I suppose you wouldn't be interested,
Oz, since you have classes tomorrow. Why don't you do like I did?
I flipped a coin to see whether I
this tender

would stay home and make a new
examination for tomorrow, or pull an
old one out of the file and take off

movie instead. I flipped that
coin three times before it came up
heads."
Osbert gently rebuked his colleague with a question, "You don't
much like teaching, do you?"
"Let's face it, Oz. Most of these
kids have no business in college. I
don't mind taking time with the few
who have brains enough to profit, but
for the rest, just go through the motions. Save your energy and time for
research and publication. It's the only
way to get ahead in this racket."
"I never thought of teaching as a
racket," Osbert replied. "But then I
never thought much about getting

to the

ahead either."

you should get wise."
Osbert answered stiffly, "I supposed family men, having greater
need, would have priority. It seems
fair, since they have more expenses
than a bachelor."
Williams looked long at Osbert
without speaking; finally he said

quietly,

"You

really believe that, don't

you? Look. This is no charitable institution. They don't care what expenses you have. If they did, they'd
double our

All they're invaluable you are
to the University, and you're valuable
in direct proportion to the amount
you have published."
The idea was not novel to Osbert.
He had heard other faculty members
express a similar opinion, but they
terested in

salaries.

is

how

shocked him, for he

still,

perhaps

naively, felt that aggressive self-interest was somehow out of place among
academic values.
Osbert believed passionately in
what he was doing. It was important
that freshmen be guided into the path
of accurate prose. And more, it was
important that students be imbued

with a sense of integrity, intellectual
honesty, disinterested enlightenment
all the values preserved in the university against the corrupting forces
the students must eventually face out-

—

side.

make ambition sound

Osbert's experience of these forces

a dirty word. There's nothing
wrong with a little ambition, is there,

was limited chiefly to what he deduced from the media of popular
communication. He had watched tele-

"You

try to

like

Mrs. Flanders?" Williams appealed
for support.

The landlady judiciously chose her
answer. "It depends upon what kind.

No one

could object to

a

worthy

goal."

Williams nodded, "I know you've
been here at least as long as Carey
in your own department, and he was

promoted

to

Assistant Professor a
No offense, Oz, but

year before you.

vision once in his hotel room while
attending a meeting of the Modern
Language Association. He occasionally glanced through some of the curious publications that crowded the
newsstand. And he read a newspaper

almost every day to keep up on world
His tour of service in the
Army had confirmed his impression.
In the Army Finance section where
events.

—
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he served after graduating from college, he found only two or three other men with whom he could really
talk. The experience strengthened his
determination to continue graduate
work when he got out.

resistance to the infection of Williams's cynicism. He found himself
speculating how he might best report his poems in his bibliography to

Williams's cheerful departure
("Keep the flag flying, Oz. Don't give
up the ship.") left Osbert troubled.
He would not have admitted that Williams had undermined any of his
such
But
convictions.
cherished

should he list
with complete reference to its first
appearance in a little magazine? Why
not do both? His new cynicism told
hira not to quibble over such a fine
point of honor. After all, they really

breezy irreverence did cause him
some misgivings. In truth it did not
take much to unsettle his shaky selfand Osbert pridesteem. To be fair
ed himself on trying to be fair
there perhaps was something in what
Williams had to say.
He turned to his landlady, still sit-

were separate publications.
It would be too much to say that
Osbert suddenly became a different
man and expanded under the influence of his new-found knowledge.
The habits and character of a lifetime are not so easily changed. There
was no outward manifestation. Indeed at times he was conscience-smitten and tried to deny his metamor-

—

"And how do you
Mrs. Flanders? Is Mr. Williams
right?"
"I'm sure I couldn't say." Mrs.
Flanders rose and began collecting
dishes from the table. "But Professor
ting at the table.
feel,

Flanders, before his death, often said
that a scholar's first loyalty

was

to

himself; he should be dedicated to
his subject, but he could not be an
authority without acting v/ith authority."

Osbert stuffed his pipe and left the
table for her to clear. On his way
up to his room he puffed on his pipe

and reflected. It was slowly dawning
on him, for example, that Williams's
slice of pie for dessert was always
slightly larger than his own. The analogy widened, and Osbert saw a universe rewarding its Williamses with
large slices of pie while

waited to be served

He

its

Osberts

last.

the work table in his
of his conversation
with Williams and Mrs. Flanders,
wondering why he felt no indignation. Perhaps the chastening character of his mail that day lowered his
sat

at

room thinking

his chairman.

the title

Should he just record
book of poems, or
each poem separately

of his

but the evidence was too
strong for him. He perceived his life
with new insight and awareness. If
his department chairman assigned an
irksome task, Osbert did not point

phosis,

out that he had performed this rotating chore more often than the other
junior members. No, he did not protest, but he saw now with clarity why
the chore usually came his way.
And his landlady she could not
be more than a year or so older than
Osbert, but in pouring coffee for Williams first, she tacitly allied herself
with him as two adults exercising
mature rights before a younger per-

—

son.

And Williams was

actually

two

years Osbert's junior. Oh, much was
now clear, but the knowledge was unsettling and gave Osbert a preoccupied air.
One evening he came to dinner
late, having delayed at the office to
finish a set of themes. Williams was
already in the dining room. Both he
and Mrs. Flanders looked on silently
while Osbert hastily deposited several

—

!

—
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hall table and muttered
apologies. As Osbert seated himself
at the table, Williams winked broadly

books on the

said, "I guess it is true
waters run deep." Mrs. Flanders
did not speak, but glanced often at
Osbert while pouring out the water.
To his surprise, she filled his glass
first. Williams spoke again: "Oz, you
old dog. You've been holding out on

lieved the story in the newspaper.
There must be some mistake, some
logical explanation. But Mrs. Flanders and Williams believed the story.
They seemed to expect no denial. Pale
and shaken, he rose to his feet. If
they believed it, what would happen
when the Chairman heard about it?
The Dean, the students
He fled to his room and spent a

us."

restless night.

Osbert looked puzzled. "Your book
of poetry," Williams continued. "We

Next morning he approached his
eight o'clock class fearfully. He did
not feel his usual annoyance at being
always stuck with an eight o'clock
section of Freshman English. But

at

him and

still

had no idea you were a

poet. It's in

me show you."
He felt a warm

the paper tonight. Let

Osbert blushed.

glow of pride and thought there must
be a brief, tardy notice of the book
in the paper. He wondered what the
reviewer said. Williams brought the
paper, already open to the second
page, and pointed to a small headline

near the bottom.

"Bookshop Press Closed in Pornography Raid." Slowly comprehending, Osbert read the brief story describing how the shop had been under surveillance for being frequented
by a suspected marijuana peddler.
When the detectives closed in, they
were at first disappointed, but then
discovered in the back room a stock
of books described by the sergeant as
"pretty hot stuff." Among the titles
confiscated were Lady Chatterley's
Lover and a book of poems by Osbert
Jones. This author
according to the
dust jacket was an Assistant Professor of English at the University.
Osbert raised a stricken look to
Mrs. Flanders, who modestly regard-

—

—

ed her plate, and to Williams, who
said, "Have you got a copy handy?
I don't read much poetry, but I'd
like to have a go at some of yours."
He winked and jabbed at the poet's
shoulder with his fist, man-to-man
fashion.

Osbert recoiled in horror. They be-

nothing out of the ordinary occurred.

There were no covert glances among
the students, no indications of their
having discussed him, only the usual
sleepy faces waiting for him to prod
them awake. But, Osbert reflected,
students didn't read newspapers, and
it was too early for word to have
spread.
Wait until the Chairman
heard
He dismissed the class a few minutes early and, taking advantage of
an hour's interval before his next
class,

hastened downtown to the city

He was referred from one
place to another and finally got the
ear of a deputy district attorney. That
young man was inclined to minimize
the whole incident. There was nothing
to worry about. Too bad the newspaper had got the story before a
full
investigation had been made.
The police perhaps were a little overzealous, but then they were not literary critics. Ha, ha. They did not
know that Lady Chatterley had been
cleared, and unfortunately Professor
Jones's poems had been stored alongside. The sergeant in charge saw the
blurb on the cover. Here the deputy
read aloud from the dust jacket:
"With passionate intensity the author
probes the heart of contemporary
offices.
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mores, sensitively touching upon such
themes as ironic love, modern hubris, and the worship of secular symbols." The police thought this sounded pretty sexy. Ha, ha. The book was
getting some free publicity. Might
even help the sale of the book.
Osbert returned to the campus less
fearful but still agitated. He got in
later that day to see his Chairman
and explained the misunderstanding.
The Chairman laconically remarked
that the University was in a sensitive
position and could not afford adverse

posed largely of graduate students
and a few informally dressed older
persons. He panicked briefly when he
was introduced by a bearded young
man as "a voice raised in protest against the conforming values of
squaresville." For a moment as he
began reading, he saw himself quaking before the high school assembly.
But the vision faded; what he now
regarded as his new self took charge
and firmed his voice. Osbert read
with authority to an attentive audience. For him the evening was al-

came away with the
impression that his superior was hearing the story for the first time.
Gradually during the rest of the
day Osbert's panic subsided to a
chronic palpitation. He detected no

together satisfactory.

change in his colleagues, nor in his
students. At home that evening Mrs.
Flanders did not mention his abrupt
departure of the evening before, and
Williams was his usual self. Osbert,
carefully searching the newspaper,

Poetry. When the class met, there
were twenty-four students enrolled,
twice as many as the year before,
and nearly half of them were men.

finally spotted a short notice in the

in enrollment.

publicity. Osbert

back

pages

stating

that

had been
name was men-

No

poet's

tioned.

In the days that followed, Osbert
returned to his normal condition of
precariously balanced self-esteem, but
now and then his new cynicism asserted itself. At the faculty club he
could stand the occasional introduction as "our poet Jones" without
flinching. At home he often thought
that his landlady was regarding him
with a speculative gaze, but perhaps
this was his imagination. Somehow
Williams's aggressive cheerfulness did
not irritate him as before. Perhaps
it was because Mrs. Flanders more
often

poured Osbert's coffee

first.

One evening he was invited downtown to read his poems before a small
audience. The group seemed com-

savored another small triumph

first day of the new semester.
The Chairman had relieved him of
one section of Freshman Composition
and offered him the course in Lyric

Osbert dared to hope that his being
had caused the jump

the instructor

That evening he left the campus
He thought he might be able,

charges

against the bookshop press

dropped.

He

on the

early.

of his room before
dinner, to jot down some notes for an
article on the popular reception of
Swinburne's poetry. With a quickened
pace he walked along, enjoying his
sense of well-being. He seemed these
in the privacy

days to be walking faster. And,
though the routine of his days was as
before, he had a sense of life being
more eventful. Perhaps, he thought,
it

came

of less introspection,

more

observation and awareness of those
around him.
He came down to dinner before
Williams. Mrs. Flanders appeared to
be waiting for him in the dining
room with a book in her hand. "Professor Jones," she asked, "would you
mind very much autographing this?"
She was holding a copy of his poems.

—
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to tempt Professor Jones. I was
going to ask him myself to go to a
film tonight." She scooped up a slice
of meat loaf and served Osbert first.
He sat in silence before both of
them. He could refuse Williams without offense, and, besides, he found
that he really wanted to go with
Mrs. Flanders. "Well, Osbert," she
was asking, "what is your choice?"
He nodded agreement to her.
Thoughtfully he began eating his dinner. Something was happening these
days. He could not remember when he
was aware of so much attention. Not
since he was an adolescent standing
on the stage at high school assembly
perhaps it was also connected with
his not having been able to write a
poem for a couple of months. He
looked up to find Mrs. Flanders
Molly looking at him. He wondered
what sort of film she had chosen for

you

"I haven't read it yet. I bought it
only this morning."
Osbert was flattered. "I wish I'd
known you were interested. I could
have given you a copy."
Mrs. Flanders regarded his signature and then placed the volume on
the table. "I was talking to the Dean's
wife, and she said she had not found
your poems too erotic." She blushed
and then hurried to say, "She majored in English, you know."
Osbert could think of no suitable
reply. And then Williams entered. As
they sat down, Williams began, "Say,
Oz, it's Friday night. Suppose you
could tear yourself away for a movie?" He winked and continued,
"There's a new Brigitte Bardot picture. I could use some help admiring
the scenery."
Osbert was surprised by Mrs. Flanders speaking up. "Now, Mr. Williams, I call that downright mean of

—

—

their first date.

Going to Saint Bridget's
• John

A. Lynch

Nuns walk in pairs
Through the fallen leaves
Going

of our town

to Saint Bridget's.

Coming down their personal hill
They cross the bridge two by two

And

scatter

New

England's color.

Symposium on
The Role of Art

in Life

Introduction

Heartened by the provocative short responses and well-wrought longer
which grew from its "creative writing" questionnaire, Four Quarters
posed a new set of pertinent questions in a letter sent to many friends in the
Spring of 1961. Established persons in the field of aesthetics were given
three rather general points of departure: What is your personal philosophy
of art? How necessary do you believe the practice of an art to be for rewarding contemplation of the work of others? How would you evaluate
the present state of the arts in the United States? Here, the Editors hoped,
would be an occasion for artists and critics to formulate ideas which had
long motivated their work, but for which no prose statement had ever seemed
necessary. In the three significant articles that follow, and in further installments throughout the year. Four Quarters offers its readers a share in
the abundant harvest that has sprung from the seedbed of three short quesarticles

tions.

The

The Strange

Editors.

Artistic Sophistication

of Contemporary America
O

Kingsley

Widmer

To know "the present state of the arts in the United States" is difficult,
not least because an authentic awareness of what is may be the hardest of all
recognitions. Though a literary critic, book reviewer, and essayist on contemporary literature, I can therefore make no claim to see that crucial watershed between the streams of the past and the flow of the future. But I do
suspect certain obstacles rising in the present which may dam the literary
future. One of these dangers, contrary to popular praise, seems to be the
increasing sophistication in America which encourages more and more selfconscious art but less of the crucial connection between our art and our life.
Let me start with some simple, though only approximate, facts. America
is full of artists. We are told that there are now tens of thousands of poets.
An editor who is an expert on such matters estimates that there are at least
8

—
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four million would-be novelists in the country. Other artistic possibilities
seem at least as well stockpiled: in a symposium several years ago it was
authoritatively stated that ten million Americans paint, and many more play
music. We have all become aware of the avid consumption, in recent years,
of paper-bound books, records, prints, and other cultural fare. Creative
writing courses, cultural conferences, art workshops, and all sorts of symposia
and foundation programs, and not a little rhetoric, inform us of the contemporary taste for, even hunger for, art. Thus the Age of Sophistication
has arrived: we have many potential artists and an apparently vast audience.
Or is it, instead, the Age of Counterfeit? For example, are all those
millions of would-be "creative writers" truly potential artists, or even a
genuine audience for literature? Considerable evidence suggests that many
lonely and longing individuals, dissatisfied with their own lives and the
world they live in, desperately want to consider themselves "creative artists."
as they seem
So many with some intellectual alertness or sensitivity feel
misplaced and unappreciated, and thereinevitably to do in this society
fore carry amorphous artistic ambitions. But are they even interested in
literature? All too often I have found that they are not. The bland sophistication of art as a hobby, art as commercial entertainment, art as academic
specialization, art as leisure-time defense against boredom and futility
what do these have to do with authentic art? The purpose and passion of
reaching and shaping the deepest levels of experience may thus be reduced,
perhaps even corrupted to trivial irrelevance and sophistication which makes
these people incapable of vital responses.
The very categories reveal the trick: art, but not daily activity, is
"creative." "Imaginative" writing is something to take a course in, not
something to do in public statements, letters, or in all that dreary forest of
printed matter constantly surrounding us. Pictures and poems, but not our
cities and products, reveal "craft" and "form." "Style" is proper in art,
irrelevant in life. Most people will agree that at present our public entertainment, ceremonies, and rituals (i. e., television, institutional gatherings,
and advertising) are mostly ersatz-art. The millions of would-be artists all
seem to tell us that "passion," "imagination," "awareness," "insight," and
most of the other superlatives attributed to the process of art, do not belong
in ordinary life. If that is so, can they actually belong in our art? That
so many wish to direct their intensity and thought away from their daily
rounds to a formalized and removed activity uniquely defined as "creative"
suggests millions of sad comments on the qualities of our daily living.
It is a strangely sophisticated society in which the desire for those experiences once connected with the true, the good, and the beautiful now
means taking a course, acquiring the artifacts of culture, or conspiring to
break into a supposedly more liberating and genuine world by becoming an
artist. Certainly there have always been major discontinuities between art
and life, though just as certainly the art-rich societies of the past reveal
deeply organic and ritualistic connections between art and life. Our pathos
is not simply the disconnection but our insistence that the aualities of art be
unique and removed from the rest of life. I know of no public activity where
the qualities of art become the primary consideration. How is it. then, that
those responses not acceptable in life are yet worthy in art? The usual

—

—

-
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answer seems to be that

art has a place, a very special place
part-time,
hours, mildly educational, Sunday afternoon. Or we conveniently
and honorifically institutionalize mediocre poets and bad novelists in
imiversities where they can specialize in doing "creative writing"
and the
arts of academic pole-climbing. Such guilty attempts to connect art and life
are inverted; we would impose on alien institutions, such as television advertising or professional academies, small synthetic doses of art. There are
those who generously argue that what a great commercial society should
therefore do is enlarge the dosage
require more art in mass media and
public institutions. However, I wonder if the results don't often suggest
that we should let art alone. Might we not have more genuine art by less
ingenious concern? If people will only take up writing if they take a course
in it, if artists will only exist if they are given an official place, perhaps we
should have less such art and artists. If we don't actually have an organically art-rich community, advertising with prestigious dramatic productions
or professorships for clever poets may raise the "status" of art while lowering

after

—

—

its

genuine

state.

Our

greatest dangers in a mechanized, commercial, frag-

mented society may be to counterfeit relationships between art and life
which do not really exist.
For it appears to me that our authentic art is generally rare, discontinuous, peculiar, and hence easily obscured. While much of the art of the
great historical epochs does not appear to have been the product of isolated
and eccentric individuals, much of the best art of the past century, and especially in America, has been just that. The prose of Thoreau and Melville or, more recently, of Hemingway, Faulkner, West, and Miller
and
others
must be characterized by their isolation, quirks, defiance, and
alienation. What else but lonely and peculiar anguish provides the form
and substance of Dickinson and Crane and the rest of our better poets?
The extremity and weirdness which D. H. Lawrence found dominant in our
classic American literature can hardly be denied, for both strength and weakness. We may lose the strength alone if we pretend to a community of art,
a sophistication and public decorum and richness, which we do not truly
have. We could do worse than to go on occasionally casting-up those strange
and anguished outsiders who have produced most of our best and most revealing art. To produce a different art might well require a different community and communion than we are willing to have, however sophisticated

—

—

about art we appear to be.

makes

—

and
and psychological
oddities of some notorious recent works (they simply make explicit what
has always been there)
Elsewhere I have argued in some detail that the
serious twentieth century American novel increasingly moves into ingeniousness of style. Briefly, the naive naturalism and realism of earlier times has
been partially obscured by self-conscious poeticization. For the "Chicago
school" the end result has been the later lushness of Nelson Algren: for the
novel drawing on Yiddish traditions, we get an elaborate fancifulness of
Bernard Malamud and the later Saul Bellow: an ornate and morally pretentious Gothicism appears in Robert Penn Warren and other practitioners
of Faulknerian melodrama; social documents, such as the works of Kerouac
Sophistication also

I

do not simply mean

its

appearance within our literature

in the exoticism of subject matter

.
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and Mailer, disguise themselves by poetic ("bop" or "hip") prose; and from
Malcohn Lowry, through the latest study of youthful disintegration, we have
the assertion of piteous sensitivity by way of poetic mannerisms. And so on.
While the style is certainly more knowledgeable and elaborate, the subjects
and attitudes seem not to be. Similarly, much of contemporary poetry, at
least that most institutionalized in awards and critical puffs, is urbane,
complex, technically shrewd, and slight. So great has the sophistication become that several of the better-known poets, such as Robert Lowell, have
recently been praised for a calculated "roughening" and "loosening" of their
and the critics seem to be right. While no doubt our literature
style
cannot return to direct naivete, despite some "beatific" gestures in that

—

direction, a sophisticated naivete is not
American art, in several ways, has

much improvement,
become

successful.

if

any.

Yet we might

notice that one of the most painful rhythms is the rise and decline of the
American art-career: the individualistic outsider achieves a style and attitude, reaches success, and spends the rest of his art-life parodying himself.
HemingThe most obvious examples are the best novelists of the 1920's
who all ended writing pretentiously inway, Fitzgerald, and Faulkner
can hardly ignore the same patferior burlesques of their earlier work.

—

—

We

tern in so many other American writers, if they live and write long enough,
not least in Frost and Eliot. In many of our young novelists and poets, the
self-parody appears fully developed by their second or third book. An even
a much more common type in
grosser case is the professional litterateur

our new sophistication

— a sometime

—

novelist or poet or scholar, then writer

of prefaces and reviews, finally harried and uncertain savant and politician
of letters. Why is it, as Fitzgerald noted, that nothing fails like success in
America? Whether the cause lies in some metaphysical malaise in our immature styles, or in the absorption and corruption of the artist by a rootless
and amorphous society, we have been duly warned about the public success
fail in public acclaim and rewards, fail
and artists
of art. Let our art
in sophistication and success, and they may fail, again, into a deeper art

—

—

and relevance.

By these remarks I don't mean to suggest dogmatic general evaluations
of contemporary American literature, which often admirably carries out some
of its pluralistic functions, such as documentation of social changes, probing
of the margins of experience, absorption of our shifting language, and
psycho-dramatizations of our uncertainties and contradictions. But we are
trying to focus a problem that arises in an increasingly sophisticated and
art-conscious society which lacks most of the forces of communal and organic
art. The neatly overwhelming answer would be a demand for more art in
more joie de vivre and passionate gesture, more
the basic patterns of life
beautiful cities and autonomous styles of living, on the assumption that much
of "high" art comes as the culmination of the "lowly" arts of intense and
responsive life. Are we too sophisticated to make or expect such demands?
Perhaps we have reason to be. But especially, then, the main purposes of
our art must be to continue the peculiar, individualistic, questing, iconoclastic, isolated, and extreme. Our art retains the central obligation of rebelling against the successful fatuousness of our society, of recalling us to
comic, lyrical, and tragic possibilities in our bland sophistication. Litera-

—

—
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ture may be many things; we have no right to prescribe; but we may ask,
argue, and hope that American art retains one of its main necessary relaits negation.
tions to American life
From this perspective we have a position to view the lesser questions.
Shall we further institutionalize "creative writing," professionalize art and
Shall we applaud and
artists, publicly promote certain forms and styles?
the Jamesian tradition
raise-up the strict novel of morals and manners
over the harsh exploration of marginal experiences? Shall we defend the
craft and forms of the traditional iambic as against the broken lines and
disruptive forms of "modernist" verse? Shall we emphasize the "positive"
as against the defiant aspects of our culture? Shall we, as critics and teachers, ameliorate the perversity of art in the names of social and moral benevolence? There are many more similar questions; from this vantage point
they all receive the same essential no. May it at least stand as a warning
against that strange sophistication which would obscure and counterfeit
the fundamental disparities between art and life in America.

—

—

—

Aesthetic Enjoyment:
® Monroe
my

A Human Good

C. Beardsley

—

the object the
art with the work itself
world of real and enduring things. And I try to
keep my eye on that object, even when I am concerned (as I think the
philosophic aesthetician must be concerned) with second-order problems,
such as the language of criticism and the basis of critical judgment. I take
it that a work of art, like anything deliberately fashioned, must justify its
existence by its value, and that, unlike tools and appliances, its office is,
by its own form and qualities, to provide us with a special kind of pleasure
not so satisfactorily obtainable elsewhere: aesthetic enjoyment. This kind of
pleasure, it seems to me, is more than just enjoyment: in ways we do not yet
fully understand, it has, or can have, a lifting, a spiritualizing, an energizI

artist

begin

reflection

makes and adds

upon

to the

ing effect upon the human psyche, and it is this effect that raises art from
a simple source of fun to one of the great goods of human life and culture.
So much, I believe, can be said about works of art in general, or at least
good ones (but needs to be filled in a good deal before it can be said without
qualification). There is another office, a cognitive one, which ought, I believe, to be kept distinct from the strictly aesthetic one, and which some
works of art perform, especially works of literary art. By enbut not all
larging the range of our experience, and especially our experience of possible modes of human feeling, human desire, and human thought, literature
is capable (along with representational works of other arts) of helping us
to understand human nature in ourselves and others. When a work can do
this, that is a very important service. But I think it is a mistake to suppose
that all works of art must have this capacity, including music, or to try to

—
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—

as by "iconic signs," "presome concept of aesthetic cognition
so that it will embrace art in general. I believe
sentational symbols," etc.
that the worth of music and of nonrepresentational works of visual art can be
thoroughly justified without claiming that in some way they enlarge our

stretch

—

knowledge of anything beyond themselves.
If the profound values of art are really to be made accessible to all
members of our society who can partake of them, then this goal must be
pursued more vigorously and persistently than it has been, and art must be
cultivated in all quarters and from the earliest years of life. One important
mark of good health in the status of the arts today is, in my opinion, the
revolution that has taken place in the schools in the past half century (largely
owing to John Dewey and his followers). I mean the conception that early
schooling ought to contain provision for training children in the enjoyment
of music and visual art (as well as literature) and should encourage them
freely to develop their own inclinations and talents in creating songs, in
painting, in writing. I don't believe that one can lay down any level of
proficiency that must be reached before one can appreciate the works of
the masters, but there is no doubt that some experience in performing music,
working with the media of visual art, in experimenting with words can
be extremely helpful in sharpening perception and in giving one the capacity
to get quickly and joyfully into the spirit of great music, painting, sculpture,

in

and

literature.

in general still have a way to go before they do all they can
arts vital experiences for children. But the big bottleneck now

The schools
do to make the
is

it is produced by the many forces that cheapen
minimize the importance of beauty and good proportion and ex-

in the general culture:

taste, that

pressiveness, that reduce aesthetic pleasure to entertainment (a different
thing), that find countless excuses for placing other acknowledged goods of
life before the good of art. These phenomena are the marks of ill health in
the arts in the United States today: that, for example, suburban spaces give
flourishes;
way to sprawling disorder; that the theater languishes while

TV

no substantial Federal support for art, as there is for shipping,
agriculture, highways, and many other necessities of modern life; that some
of our most able poets, painters, and composers feel themselves (and show
in their work that they feel themselves) far from being in rapport with an
adequate audience of appreciators. I regard the great amount of experimentation that we see around us in the arts as a good sign, on the whole; but it
is not good that it should be so misunderstood, so frequently attacked (even
as un-American!) by the ignorant. Here, it seems to me, is where a great
job of teaching needs to be done, in the mass media and in the fortunately
multiplying institutions for adult education. And here, too, is where the
philosopher can make a modest but genuine contribution. For, the clearer
he is about what makes art what it is, and what makes it worth having, the
better, in the long run, under his prodding, critics and teachers will become
at showing people what, so to speak, they are missing, and how to make

that there is

that value a part of their

own

lives.
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and Democracy

Creativity
•

Julius Portnoy

Social scientists lay great stress on the role that environment performs
grooming creative personalities. What did the Golden Age of Greece
and the Renaissance possess in cultural advantages, they ask, in contrast to
the Medieval Ages to make the difference between them so vast in art and
Environment is undoubtedly important in
scientific accomplishments?
nurturing creativity, but not for the reasons that we so often think and
in

social scientists tend to favor.

Creativity

is

a biological

phenomenon

pri-

marily and only secondarily a social one. A person who is by nature disposed to be curious, easily angered because of an over degree of sensitivity,
and psychologically compelled to explode in order to maintain his emotional
equilibrium will act this way whatever social system he lives under.
Artists, in a general sense, may find it more difficult to carry out their
work under severe authority, but the very existence of stern opposition may
be their finest challenge. Musical works of outstanding merit that were composed during the Baroque and Classical eras were created under social conditions in which the composer had the status of a servant, hired and maintained to please aristocratic masters who were benevolent despots. Democracies, such as ours, support budding talents to such a degree that the irritants
and deprivations which produce anxiety, the storehouse of creative energy,
are essentially lessened. Under such ideal conditions, instinctual drives are
dulled, mental and physical needs are channeled into courses of respectability, encouraging a person originally endowed with potentialities for creativity to lapse into passive mediocrity. Creativity thrives on being thwarted
and angered and not on being eared-after to an extreme degree with guarantees of security.

The social climate in which we live has not affected the creative scientist
as seriously as it has the artist. The scientist is faced with a challenge of
conquering outer space, getting to the moon, and discovering a cure for cancer at home. He creates with equal diligence under Soviet domination or
rule. But the artist in America is less fortunate: society has nearhim with kindness; freedom of thought and action exist in overabundance; his basic reasons for being creative have been removed from

American
ly killed

the scene: there is so little to complain about that it is hardly worth getting
excited over. Artists thrive on poverty, misery, and discontent, more than
they do on happiness and good times. Now that these three social evils have
been partially erased, society has moderated the extremes of the artistic
temperament with other evils
comfort and luxury. In a society that is
completely ideal, if that were possible, the artist would be an anachronism,
there would be no place or need for him.
society which is half ideal, as
ours tries to be, can encourage as well as discourage creativity with excessive
magnanimity and toleration of new ideas.
Artists must be imbued with a deep sense of spirituality, but many of
our contemporary ones confuse it with sentimentality, associate it with an

—

A
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age of romantic chivalry which no longer has a place in a world explained
purely in mechanistic terminology. Contemporary artists will not toil and
become proficient in their craft, as artists formerly did in their long apprenticeship, but they would rather be vague and subjective to such a degree
that they cannot understand their own creations. Many young and untutored
artists simply follow their impulses, which is very good as therapy for them
personally, but unfortunately they stop at that point with an expression of
chaos, not well-ordered art. Our artists, as a rule, have lost the quality of
humility in their work. They cloak themselves in aesthetic purism with symbols so esoteric and detached that communicating with them is practically
nullified. Whatever value their art could have in bettering human relationships is negated by their extreme detachment. They may be quite right and
justified in what they do at the present time, but what encourages them to

be

this

A

way?

as ours unfortunately has become, in which tranquilizers
have replaced fortitude in coping with everyday problems affects artists
too. A society in which deception and fraud permeate the values by which
society,

way into artistic expression. When speculation
replaces honest labor in importance, it is bound to
influence the artist too. He cannot live in complete isolation, completely
above the trends of the time. Some artists have succumbed to the philosophy
of the market place to such a serious extent that they have given themselves
as handmaidens, as it were, to the new patrons of the arts in our century,
namely big business itself. Artists willfully compromise ancient ideals which
have been associated with them by aiding hawkers in an electronic age to
follow us throughout the day and night, haunting us with wares to sell that

we

live inevitably finds its

in the

money markets

we may not need or want.
Grants and economic favors from government and private benefactors
and security are more apt to produce
craftsmen and technicians than creative persons. Giving as much attention
to a child with a modicum of talent as to one who is obviously gifted may be
a noble attitude, but it may hold one back and push the other beyond his
limits. Both efforts may lead to disastrous results simply because sentiment
was involved more than sound judgment. Nature does not bring us into
the world as equals, and every effort that we make to democratize her undemocratic ways is bound to produce a compromise bordering on mediocrity. If we are not producing artists of great stature at the moment, perhaps
one of the basic reasons may lie with our misguided notions about nurturing
creativity. We cannot further creativity in our country as though it were a
that assure promising virtuosi comfort

learning process instead of a biological phenomenon. What is deterring
creativity in our land is not the democratic process of government. We have
become fat and soft, surfeited with such luxury and wealth that the only
challenge in our lives has been to escape from boredom and ennui. Some
few artists cry out against this self-destruction, but they are the lone voices
in the wilderness. Most artists are not supermen. They are very much like
us and have been smitten with the easy way of life. Art born of boredom
and monotony is usually frivolous and amusing, not entertaining and educational, as great art always is.

Floozy
•

Samuel Hazo

Turn us from eyes
that lack

all

light

like lanternflames

extinguished

by a puff
with hooking wicks
still stubbornly aglow
before the upward

burning
out,

from arms
abandoned on a lap,
from one black slouch
and silhouette
that cocks a bottle to the sky
where cables sway with sparrows,

and a clothesline sags
with torn pajamas

and a T-stitched

sheet.

Turn us from someone on

a step

before a hall
that funnels back
to radios turned on to jazz,
a purse upended
on a desk
for dimes,
a room wallpapered once
and never cleaned,
a Sunday comic section
spilled

across a sagging davenport.

Outside,
while trolleys rattle

on the rails
toward tomorrow's
promises,

what

is this

loneliness

in flesh
that makes us turn to find

her eyes,

and shrug,
and shake heads no,
and walk away
into

remembering?

The Bales of the Argosy
• John

A

McAleer

J.

pinprick of anxiety illumined

daily run between Karachi and Cal-

Only five passengers were
booked for it: a rawboned, vest-clad
economist from the Point Four program who chewed nourishingly on a
cigar that still had a paper ring
around it; two light-toed advance
scouts for the Peace Corps (to look

Mr. Gladbough's eyes. Just ahead of
him, on the broad concrete runway,

cutta.

the engines of the BOAC transport
gave an explosion of sighs like the

panting of a hundred bloodhounds
Shyly he
rushing to greet him.
turned his head away, and a soft
spiritual quality, all but habitual with
him and quite genuine though cynics

at

it

to

what

Jef-

The Corpsmen, Mr.
Gladbough noted, were talking about
the Taj Mahal. They were to leave

Gladbough.

the plane at Agra, not, as
do the touristy things

to

it

seemed,

American

at Agra, like
sneaking pictures of the interior of
the Taj or counting stupas, but to
counsel local authorities on wheat

vagabonds usually do

and cotton textiles. Shah Jehan
did throw his silver bridge
across the Jumna; maybe now, Mr.
Gladbough told himself peevishly,
the Peace Corps would do it for him.
Actually the Corpsmen were eager
and earnest-looking young men, ob-

rust

never

viously much better motivated than
the kukri-knife and sandalwood-ele-

one doing a few inopportune calisthenics. Mr. Gladbough grabbed up

phant collectors who swarmed over

from America in the travel season.
Yet it was the very possibility that
they might be actual achievers that
bothered Gladbough. He was one of
the old soul wanderers who had come
to India twenty years before, when

hand exploring the

velvet texture of the leather as

gatherers, the

;

the clerk stooped, then stood up, then
did the same thing again, like some-

his briefcase, his

manna

fersonian democracy and nutrient
the girl
biology could produce)
with the State Department, and Mr.

myopia, gently sufHe looked down
fused his gaze.
fondly at the trim shagreen briefcase,
a gift from his friends at the Vedanta Center on Beacon Street, which
rested against his calf muscle so that
he could sense its presence every
moment when he wasn't actually
holding it. The door of the plane
opened and the clumsy flight ladder
lowered for passengers.
A brisk
young lady from the Bay State, on
her way to Calcutta and a United
States job at the consulate, climbed
the ladder quickly, pushing a plump
musette bag before her. Trying to
assist her and to clear her luggage
from the doorway at the same time,
attributed

them, real

best possible examples of

though

he were thanking anew all those who
had gifted him with it, and went to
stand with the other passengers.
It was the blue-vaulted month of
March, and his eyes winced shut as
he stepped into unobstructed sunlight.
The flight was a scheduled

India's

chief

stock

in

trade

still

be phantom rickshaws and
turmeric-daubed holy men. He came

seemed

17

to
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not as guru but disciple. He had ignored British raj and Congress Party,
at a time when it wasn't easy to ignore either, to roam through the
country with a gladness of heart only
India's easy suspension of interest in
time and its provender could have
stirred in him. Then he found Sri
Avrilananda, and his work for the
Belur Math had begun. The years
that followed saw him living principally in America, but the free, abiding detachment of India sustained
him. Now all this serenity seemed in
danger of passing. Modern India

was

wakening

to

the

world

and

sought out impatiently the wondrous

machine that would liberfrom the bondage of spiritual
awareness and enslave her in materi-

toil

of the

ate her

freedom.

al

The Corpsmen presented one worthe girl with the State Departanother.
She was the New
Frontier's American archetype, her

ry,

ment

musette bag filled with chiclets, and
her head buzzing with such purposeful goodwill measures that a dozen
sadhus dancing on her pinhead could
not persuade her she could best
achieve her goal not by trying to

among Hindus

foster
talist

plenty, but

a taste for capi-

by adopting those

true spiritual goals wherein reposes
real essence of universal brotherhood.

Gladbough heard his name
and walked to the bottom of
the flight ladder, which hung a full
foot and a half above the pavement.
Mr.

called

He

reached up, passing his briefcase

He arrived at the top
of the ladder in a crouching position,

to the clerk.

nearly

from

bent

double

exertion.

The

his fellow passengers

and
elastic

wretched
youth of

seemed

silently

reproach him. He hugged his inner peace in reprisal.
All passengers accounted for, the
flight clerk, with the help of unseen
to

agents outside, shut the door and
secured it. Thus the West swallowed
up her own. Next the clerk busied
himself strapping down loose luggage at the plane's rear. Mr. Gladbough sat apart from the others, taking the last seat, just opposite the
door. The Point Four man sat half
way up the plane. He had drawn a
small volume by Gordon Bennett on
Ethiopia's marvelous soil conditions
(loam six feet deep) from his pocket
and had started reading it from the
beginning. Mr. Gladbough reflected
to himself how often travelers seemed
to read books from the beginning.
Either they didn't read at other times
or were reluctant to give space in
their luggage to pages already half
perused. Undoubtedly the economist
belonged to the latter group. Wasn't
efficiency his metier?
As for the
Peace Corpsmen, they of course had
been put through rapid reading
courses and stopped over nothing for
longer than a sitting.
The trick
would be to make them sit. His present view of them sitting at the front
of the plane, with the girl from the

Department, quite possibly
presented a rare view of them. It
had a further significance. Hadn't
they patriotically complied (everything these days was done in the
name of patriotism) with a request
from the flight clerk, made to each
on boarding the plane, to "kindly
move up and take the front seats":
a great convenience for the flight
clerk, of course, but those who obliged him didn't know, obviously,
how noisy it was by the wings, or
they wouldn't have behaved so benignly. That, concretely, was the lesson the new diplomacy would have
to learn the hard way
sooner or
later courtesy must always yield to
necessity.
Mr. Gladbough secured
his safety belt about his waist after
State

—

The Bales of the Argosy
unbuttoning his suitcoat. When next
he sought to turn in his seat to look
out the window, the belt pulled him
up short. He felt like a galley slave

chained

at

his oar.

Had Tennyson

foreseen this homely ordeal also?

"Saw

the heavens

fill

with com-

merce, argosies of magic

sails.

Pilots of the purple twilight, drop-

ping down with costly bales"

The plane's engines had set up a
pounding ocean roar, and Mr. Gladbough resumed that sabered look of
anxious distress which he had variously discarded and resumed with
the bent of his thoughts on and off
throughout the afternoon. He drew
brown volume, bound in
khaddar cloth, from somewhere inside his coat and stubbornly began
reading a commentary on the Mandukya Upanishad somewhere midthrough. Meanwhile the plane had
taxied out of the warm-up area and
was moving with growing haste down
the field. Above the noise, the flight
clerk appealed to the Corpsmen to
a

scant

fasten their safety belts. Squeamishly, the economist, whom the "dismal

science," above all else, had schooled
in caution, laid his book in among
brochures racked on the
the

BOAC

rear of the seat in front of him, and,
with as much ceremony as if he were
being invested with the Brahminical
cord, clumsily adjusted his belt to
gird his mid section. The flight clerk
came and stood by his side, bending
to make the final adjustment for him.
Mr. Gladbough saw that the secretary
already had fixed her belt and now
had her musette bag propped in her

her legs crossed to steady it as
she rummaged in its depths. At last
she came up with a packet of wintergreen gum, which she offered first

lap,
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men

of the Peace Corps, then,
out like a child molester
making the first tentative overtures
to a remote youngster, to the economist and Mr. Gladbough. The latter
merely nodded a polite refusal and
returned to the Mandukya. Yet in
the periphery of his vision he could
see the economist (despite the limitations the safety belt decreed for his
activities) struggling vainly to reach
for the gum. Then he saw him reach
out with nervous striving as she
tossed it to him. Finally, the economist ducked his head in affable acknowledgment as he stooped for the
gum on the floor, where it had fallen
within his reach. Belatedly the flight
appeared dispensing barley
clerk

to the

holding

it

drops.

The plane rose slowly from the
ground and soon was high over the

A

kaleidoscopic glare
flashed in and out of the cabin as the
sunlight played on the aluminum.
Dusk, like smoke, was creeping in
under the wings. They caught the
reflection of one sun, two suns, a
confusion of suns, and then the sun
was gone and the earth below went
gradually into hiding.

Sind desert.

Mr. Gladbough woke with the
sound of air rushing in his ears.
Examining his watch, he surmised
that the ship was coming into Agra.
The Upanishad had dropped to the
floor while he slept. He picked it up
with

late

scrutinizing it reof the cover
under where some un-

haste,

One corner

spectfully.

was folded

tread on it, probably the
clerk checking on the position of the
luggage, or someone going back to

known had

The economist evidently
had not slept at all. The seat beside
him was strewn with yellow work
the toilet.

sheets

scrawled

now he was
his

waist

with

figures.

But

fastening the belt about

again

and chewing gum
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Mr.
fletcherizing insistence.
Giadbough wondered idly if it were
the same piece he had been chewing
earlier. The chewing went on with
compulsive zeal. The change of pressure as the plane dropped down must
with

have bothered his hearing.
The ship touched earth with a
ries

of tentative

bumping

se-

contacts,

as though verifying the solidness of
the terrain. Gradually the speed with
which it rolled over the ground re-

then the engines quickened
again as the pilot taxied toward the
debarkation site.
An Anglo-Indian girl was the only
person on duty at the flight desk.
Willfully blonde, with an unsunned
complexion and a difficult French
accent meant to conceal her mixed
blood, she kept a little shrug purring
through her shoulders in the apparent belief that it made her seem more
lented,

Gallic.

Sullenly, like a yellow-starred

Hitler's Reich, she wore a
star-shaped jewel on the right
side of her nose, crudely pierced in

Jew

in

tiny,

by her mother, who,
abandoned by her English paramour,
had morosely gone back to Hindu
traditions. The girl had a nervous
childhood

habit, or affectation, of throwing
her head back so that her long hair
fell down over her shoulders. While
she worked over the manifest, she
pursed her lips in a doll-like impudence and cast her eyes down so that
they were scarcely open. It was as if
she intimated that every man in the
room desired her. Even Mr. Gladbough sensed the implication and met
it by fixing his own lips in what he
judged to be a look of irreproachable
innocence. His thin, straight lips,
the lips of one who had never lied,

responded easily to his

will.

was able to offer no more
information than had the airline official who had met them at the door

The

girl

of the waiting room. The weather
wouldn't permit the flight through to

Calcutta then. Bengal was under the
influence of a wave disturbance that
had moved in from the Bay. They

would go

later.

Probably tomorrow.

One couldn't predict these things.
They were unpredictable. Predictpronounced with a short i, as
Indians did it, sounded both
wheedling and menacing. Most certainly it left one with no happy
thoughts. Mr. Giadbough had not
reckoned with a delay. There could
be no bad weather in Bengal in
March. The British were being dishonest to hide a mechanical breakable,

the

down somewhere. He had made
trip to India against all inner

this

prompt-

ings and only because Swami Shilipananda, at the Boston center, had

urged him to go. Even

if

he was one

of the overseers of the Belur

Math

America, he had had no wish to
visit the Middle East in these volaHis work was largely ortile times.
ganizational. Exposure to an India
that was quickening its pace to the
new tunes of nationalism hardly
could fail to unsettle him. There was
nothing that called for his coming
back to India in these yeasty first
days of the New Frontier. If he were
younger, perhaps, but he was already,
in

by actuarial
statistic.

tables, a discountable
This journey was outside

the realm of his activities as he had
for sometime seen them to be. He
felt like an ancient Carthusian routed
out of his monastery by the French

His years prescribed
Revolution.
milder adventures, inward journeys,
spiritually arduous, not physically
wearing.
The economist, belying his profession, was magnificently unconcerned by the delay. Days were days.
Each had their illuminations for a
Point Four man finding things to do
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in a country
telling

as big as India.

No

what he could stumble on by

chance.
Progress is
everything, time not

expensive in
so than

less

money. He had exchanged his gum,
finally, for a fresh cigar and now
was puffing concertedly, pausing onlaunch bits of tobacco from the tip of his tongue.
The secretary spoke quietly with the
desk clerk and then said she would
take transportation to the Imperial
Hotel. The Corpsmen, having reached
their destination, already were anxious to know the "real people" of
Agra. High on their agenda was the
Yoga temple, which ordinary visitly occasionally to

ors missed. Potentially it was superior to the Taj. An average of three
workmen had gone blind carving
each of its pillars. Every local Indian would know they had a feeling
for what mattered if they took it
in. Besides, now that so much of the
Muslim population had shifted away
from the region, wasn't it more politic to visit the Hindu shrines rather
than the Taj, that great monument to
Muslim oppression in another day?
Maybe it wasn't "a vulgar showpiece,"

as

Aldous Huxley

but politically

was

alleged,

a prickly pear,
to be careful
and
it

—
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wondered about the shagreen briefcase. He had left it somewhere, maybe at the waiting room. He recalled
having had it when he left the plane.
The economist said tiredly he could
get it in the morning.
Momentarily, things seemed to be
recouping when the road warmed under the sun in the morning and dust
semaphored along the edges of the
white horses riding a
it hadn't blown so relentlessly across the baked earth and
up and about the tonga as they traveled along the road, its occupants
could have forgotten for the moment
that they were in India. The Point
Four man had insisted that Mr. Gladbough be his "tutelary divinity," as
he patronizingly put it, on a tour
desert,

storm

like

tide.

If

of the Taj.
"You fellows that've been out here
in the past really missed the boat on
India," he told Mr. Gladbough. "All

rope trick-cobra-mongoose-yoga
Scheherazade
and should go right back there. The
twentieth century's no time to fool
around with hocus-pocus, that's for
sure. Now the Taj. That's something
you can see and feel. It's class. Culture. It speaks to other countries."
"It's a selling point for India?"
suggested Mr. Gladbough, coldly.
this

stuff is straight out of

and one had
"two twice as careful," as one of the
Corpsmen solemnly observed.
Mr. Gladbough and the economist
stood together by the entrance to the
waiting room. In this season the air
was cold at Agra, once the sun had
gone.
Two hours late, when Mr.
Gladbough finally climbed into the

lows such a remark, but the economist withheld it. Probably thought
that a "mystic" would fall about

drooping rope palang offered him in
the transient hotel, he drew the sheets
and blankets close up around his

under one good slap. Mr. Gladbough
hoped he would go on thinking so.
They had gone first to the airport

neck. He felt frozen all through. He
thrashed his feet vigorously to speed
the warming of the bed and then just
lay still and thought to himself about
the misery of his circumstances. He

waiting

"That's
ing on."

it,

pops,

now

you're catch-

Mr. Gladbough waited for the inon the back that fol-

evitable slap

were

room

there.

to see if the briefcase
It

wasn't.

The

girl

the desk, shaking her hair back

at

from

her shoulders and lowering her eyes
pensively at Mr. Gladbough, told
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them that if it turned up, it would
be held for them at the desk. No,
there were no planes going out before next morning.
"Since we're at Agra, we must see
the Taj," the economist said, orchestrating himself with his cigar
and punctuating the phrase with a
convulsive decimal of smoke brought
from

his lungs.

All the legerdemain was not being
left to fakirs this morning, thought
Mr. Gladbough. But he did not question the economist's logic.
at

Agra was

to

If

being

him reason enough

for visiting the Taj Mahal, all conThe old man
tention ended there.

shivered in the full light of the sun
and drew his coat collar up around
his neck and said nothing. Dust blew
into his eyes and sifted through the
licks of his hair.

Framed in red sandstone and white
marble, they stood inside the corroding copper gates and looked up at
the great mausoleum. Then under the
aegis of the economist, who moved
him about like a bead on an abacus,
Mr. Gladbough walked the length of
the mall between the quiet fountains
and the quieter evergreens. The economist thought that the four minarets,

from a

distance, looked like Redstone

"Dig that crazy launching
pad," his son, Andy, would say. At
the entrance, instead of going barefooted like true pilgrims, they rented
missiles.

cloth overshoes, in reality slipcovers
which created the fiction of shoeless-

ness

for

luxury-softened

visitors.

Then they climbed the broad, gleaming stairs. The economist was smoking indulgently, and when aKhardim
told him he must put out his cigar
or leave the Taj, he assumed just
such an expression as he might have
shown if he had uncovered an egregious economic folly. Mr. Gladbough
allowed himself a thin sigh of relief.

from the economist.
again about the shaIn it was the reason that

successfully kept

He wondered

green bag.
brought him to India.

The alabaster panels, inlaid with
jewels and flowers (how he lamented
Hindu prohibitions against inlay),
the openwork screens, the acoustics,
the octagonal chambers surrounding
the cenotaphs, the light glowing down
all
through the translucent dome
these things held Mr. Gladbough's attention now that he was here. At
least they were a preoccupation. But
that was in spite of the economist,
who, having fulfilled his purpose in
being there, picked incessantly at his

—

sleeve.

It

would be enough

to

tell

those back home that he had been
In Cairo he had even been
there.
content at seeing the Sphinx and
pyramids from the air and had spent
the rest of his day there at Shephard's Hotel arguing the merits of

General Gordon with a demesneless
emir. To Mr. Gladbough it seemed
a wonder that the economist didn't
want his picture taken, carnival style,
planted akimbo in front of the Taj,
with a minaret epauletting each
shoulder. For a switch, this time it
wouldn't be the background that was
phony. Now he found himself being
led down the steps unwillingly without ever having seen the tombs, in
the lower vault,

of

Mumtaz Mahal

and Shah Jahan. Soon the chicos
were stripping off his overshoes. He
gave each two annas, while the economist flourished a match on the
white marble, now to be matchstreaked for a time, and resumed his
cigar.

The economist suggested the Fort
It was just past one o'clock,

of Agra.

but he never mentioned eating. It
was "The Fort! Everybody goes to
tonga driver
Their
Fort!"
the
awaited them under the oleander

;
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trees,

A

not too hopefully, to be sure.

tonga ride

at

Agra was

as tradi-

tional as a caleche ride in Quebec,

a fiacre ride on the Rue St. Martin,
or a ride in a gondola in Venice. It
was easy to get fares out to the Taj
difficult now to get them back, since
the tourist shuttle came out every
hour or so during the day. Foreign
visitors usually liked the idea of a
picturesque tonga ride going to the
shrine. But they didn't want the dust
both times. Mr. Goldbough and the
economist stepped up into the tonga,
a sort of horse-drawn version of the
flight ladder it seemed to Mr. Glad-

bough,

and went jogging off over

road.
The green flies
buzzed over faces and hands. It was
maddening that flies could survive
the cold nights here
perhaps they
made it on all the warm blood they
ingested during the daytime.
"I thought you mystics didn't let
little things like flies worry you," the
economist scoffed.
"So to you I am a mystic?" Mr.
Gladbough countered nervously.
"Traveling for one of those misthe

rutted

—

sion outfits, aren't you? Theosophy
or something? That's a big joke on
me. You trying to convert the good
old U.S.A. to Hinduism when I'm
over here trying to bring these people civilization."

"Render to each what is his," Mr.
Gladbough offered defensively. He
say it casually, but to his
ears the words sounded strangely guarded.
He never felt at ease
with people who collected statistics.
tried to

own

Was he

himself being collected, he
always wanted to ask. There was no

point in trying to explain the work
of the Math to the economist. Why
try to make him see that the task of
interpreting East to West could in
the long run mean more than cofferdams and cholera control. To the
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economist the word mystic evidently
was synonymous with charlatan, or
fortune teller, maybe even con man.
There was no point in dropping a
pebble into the well of the spirit
when not even an echo would be carried back. But the economist wasn't
looking for him to try. He had resumed his monologue, discoursing on
the needs of India, the poverty, the
population, the waste, and the wages.
All these things would change with
only the Soviet didn't take
as assets and muddle the
situation. Tough job for Uncle Sam
to convince these wogs that Americans weren't out here to exploit them
economically, especially with Nehru
yapping all the time about "dollar
imperialism."
"What better way to do it than
my way, therefore?" Mr. Gladbough
time,

if

them on

was emboldened
"Trouble

to ask.

brother," rejoined the
economist, "these people are topheavy with prayers, sacred cows,
temple bells, and prayer wheels. None
of it edible. Maybe you'll tell me that
the prayers, at least, are exportable.
is,

And maybe
to see a

that's right. But I've yet
country run successfully on

that trade.
to

Look

know what

I

at Tibet if

mean.

you want

Now

there's

the Russians. They're convincing the
world they can make out by putting
all

their faith in

hard work.

We've

got to take them on their own ground.
When people are hepped up on nationalism, as they are over here,
they're going to listen to the guy who
produces results they can lay hold
For someone who talked so
of."
much, the economist had never made
so long a speech before and even he
seemed conscious of it, and he turned
back to the scene before him without
bothering to notice the effect his

words had had on his companion,
whose mind, he supposed, was her-
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metically sealed anyway against a
new notion. But his words expanded
in Mr. Gladbough's mind like the
petals of a carnivorous lotus. Wasn't
it likely, after all, owing to the leth-

men

argy of

affairs of

like

himself,

that the
to the

mankind had passed

custody of the doers?

And why was

the word evildoer so well established
in the language, and its antonym dogooder held in such contempt? He
felt

suddenly weary and

faint.

The

tonga, of course! The curious form
the vehicle took made it necessary for
passengers to ride backwards.
its

Riding backwards always made him
ill.

"Hire a guide, that's the only
way," trumpeted the economist as
they climbed down from the tonga
before the Singh gate at the Fort.

Even before the vehicle had ceased

to

move, a dozen wallahs had gathered
around them, and men were pushing
kukri knives, mangoes, souvenir pillow tops, and spun metal jewelry at
them, overwhelming them. Mr. Gladbough felt inept and half stunned by
the onslaught, but the economist
shoved on through them, edging Mr.
Gladbough on with him. The wallahs were to be dealt with like the
flies. Swatted and flailed off. "Men
are to be counted, not encountered,"
his manner seemed to say. The guide
he procured was a morose homuncusporting a white Chaucerian
lus,
beard with a shaggy crop of white
hair flowing down to it. He looked
like one of the little men who kayoed
Rip Van Winkle. He was a Hindu,
he owned, but for twenty years had

made

his

living

showing

tourists

the Muslim
shrine. The place, he said absently,
had been pillaged in the past by the
Hindus. "Facts are facts," he told
the economist, "and one must earn a

around

living."

the

ruins

of

The economist prodded Mr.

Gladbough.

"A

pragmatist! What'd
on her way."

I tell

you?

India's

The economist

lifted his

nose out

of his Baedeker.
first thing we must see," he
"are the dungeons. And the

"The
said

hangman's room where the bats are."
Mr. Gladbough wanted to ask why.
And he did.
"The hangman's room is a wonderful sight," the economist explained.
a place

"And

right next to

it

there's

where the victims could watch

animal fights of their own choosing
in an outdoor enclosure. What they
got instead of a hearty meal." Obviously he hadn't answered Mr. Gladbough's question. It is doubtful that
that would have mattered to him had
he realized it.

The homunculus had not meant to
begin the tour with the dungeons but
soon saw he wasn't in authority. They
crossed a broad courtyard, tessellated and once serving as a giant
chessboard on which the Muslim
rulers actually had ordered about

human chess pieces.
look from the dwarf and Mr. Gladbough caught his implication. Not
every manipulator of human chess
pieces blew now as dust among the
desert stupas. They stepped through
a narrow doorway, first stepping
down, then up, then down again. Mr.
Gladbough struck his head against
the dark archway inside and thought
of Marie Antoinette emerging from
the Conciegerie on her way to the
"Watch for the head,"
guillotine.
admonished the immune little guide
slaves serving as

A

as the sound of Mr. Gladbough's encounter with the keystone assailed
his ears.
The steps

down seemed unending.
The passageways were as narrow as
parts of St. Callisto, and the floor
struggled piteously to hold the level
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against piles of sand brought up byants, and scattered holes.
rich
dankness of mold and fungusy mustiness contended with the economist's cigar. The guide told in a
dull, whining intonation about the
use of the various rooms they came
into: the balconies where the families of the condemned last looked on
them; the room where the culprits
were hanged. The low roof was covered with a myriad of bats which

A

sang shrilly and blundered about in
when the guide threw the
glare of his taper on them. Beyond,
down a tiny flight of stone steps that
turned and twisted sullenly, they
a frenzy

came

into a further

dungeon and

to

the entrance of the tunnel reputed to
lead under the river to the Taj. The

guide advanced part way, leaving the
economist and Mr. Gladbough standing in pitch blackness, the air around
them reporting the static of squeaks
and the approach of faltering wings.
last a swarm of dust-clad bats flew
out past them, in their awkward excitement flailing their wings against

At

and hair. The economist
guffawed in amusement, and a fresh,
frantic choiring of squeaks warbled
through the darkness.
It was good to come out again
into the open courtyard, and the
economist, soon revitalized, clamored
their faces

forthwith to see

more

of the

Fort,

though he could not forbear confiding to Mr. Gladbough that Radio
City, to his mind, was worth a dozen
of

it.

The guide suggested the Em-

chamber, ceilinged with a
mosaic of tiny mirrors, or the royal
baths. Mr. Gladbough thought for

press's

sure the prospect of seeing himself
reflected ten thousand times in the
mosaics would decide the economist
in favor of the Empress's chamber.
He hadn't reckoned with America's
passion for cleanliness, however. It
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was

to be the baths after all. They
recrossed the court, chessmen on
parade, and arrived at a gray iron
gate which the guide unlocked with
his key. The party passed through,
and the gate was pulled shut behind
them.
great stairway came next
into view. Each of the broad steps
was nearly two feet wide, and the

A

above broad and vaulted, not
unlike Ely Cathedral, as Mr. Gladbough remembered it.
As they
climbed down, the steps narrowed
ceiling

and became steeper, and Mr. Gladbough coughed raucously as the dust
probed his mouth and nostrils and
sihed up his tear ducts. His legs rebelled at the effort he was asking of
them, and he watched in amazement
as the homunculus jumped with both
feet from step to step like someone
bowling down a mountain side. A
Hindu, black as Africa and dressed
in dusty colors, met them halfway
down the first flight and took over as
leader

of

the

expedition.

Was

it

Ahab's

Parsee?
Mr. Gladbough
didn't need much convincing. The
man went before them down a second
set of stairs, bearing a flaming spar
which he held with both hands high
above his head, a runner racing the
last

unit

of distance to

kindle the

Olympic flame. Following him, they
approached the edge of the baths on
the second level.

one hundred and forty feet
bottom," the homunculus
said. Here was a fact the economist
could appreciate, and he wrote it
down inside the cover of his Baedeker. The guide led them around to
"It is

to

the

the

various

entrances.

Each

level

had six such entrances.
"At one time or another the water
stood at each of these levels," the
guide advised them, "and the ladies
would come here to bathe. Story
says nothing flowed here but rose
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and jasmine water."
Yet would
Rose and jasmine!
those who came here have found the
descent through these black levels so
different from a descent into the Inferno? What must have been the

of its serenity. Where was the
India he had known as the oasis of
his soul? At that moment a hot cinder fell from the Parsee's taper and
set fire to the sleeve of the econo-

thoughts of those slave queens. All
were not Mumtaz Mahals. Indeed, to
them the great tomb Shah Jahan
reared to her memory must have
been a searing reminder of the corporate fate that had befallen them.
Could they have anticipated, Mr.
Gladbough mused, the corporate destiny that the twentieth century would
bring to the whole of India, inviting
the nation, as it were, to climb out
of the Ganges to don rose and jasmine underarm deodorants, to share
the collective destiny of citizens in
a science state? He went to the edge
of the plunging well and peered down
The
into the unresponsive murk.
guide was explaining to the econo-

not much of a fire, but with quick
decision the economist ripped himself free of the coat and flung it
from him, not seeing that a solicitous Mr. Gladbough was hurrying toward him from out of the darkness
of the well's edge. Enveloped by the
coat whirled suddenly into him, Mr.
Gladbough spun groping, propelling
outward from the side of the well before anyone understood his plight.
There was no cry from him as he
fell.
No cry was borne up as he
dropped like a failing flare down inOnly the slight
to the darkness.
movement of the air, and a casual
quickening of the flame of the taper
as the guide started forward, told of
the event. In Mr. Gladbough's ears
there rushed the sweet, consoling
whispers of silent women descending
to the bath. Those standing above
heard only the dull murmur of his
small body as it struck the earth at
the bottom of the great well. Motionless, the shirt-sleeved economist
stared down into the sputtering darkness, his resolute cigar held like a
single incongruous statistic, defying

mist the difference between Hindu
and Muslim bathing customs.
"The Hindu ladies, they did not
come here. They went to the river."
Gladbough's heart went out to them.
In the river there was motion of life.
Here only the cloying emollient of

The alternative
Today it was India's.
The clamor and energy of the new

man-made
was

age,

pleasures.

theirs then.

of the planners of prosperity,

were unleashed over the land, unsettling

the

old

beliefs,

rifling

^

the

air

mist's thin, acetate suitcoat.

assimilation.

It

was

Tomorrow
•

William Corrington

the first one hit new york
and that was that

no more reports
no abc nbc cbs
telling

what was evident
was imminent

and before we digested that
silence

Washington died
and that was that
right across this

wide
wellfavored

land
silences

were

falling

and
outside
the damp air like a

consumptive's
leaky breath

trembled
in the
falling silences

as

we

looked outside

and waited
for our silence
to arrive

and
in the next office

a brittle steno pushed
too far
typed over and over
now is the timefor all
good men tocome to theaid
of their party

nowisthetime
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The Crime That Did Not Follow
•

Ruth Chessman

Mrs. Brace was a slight woman
with brown hair and a brisk, shm
figure. She had a mental agility far
above average and admitted it unhesitatingly on those not infrequent
occasions when the subject came up.
Nevertheless, she had no glimmer of
a suspicion that she was about to
embark on a conversation of fateful
impact.
Having already set the diningroom table for herself and her grown
son and checked on the Sunday roast,
she opened wide the kitchen windows
to admit an April breeze full of salty
hints from the Atlantic.
She then
made the innocent comment that was
to lead to a policeman in the house,
not to mention a pretty girl stiff with

politely.

"Just any girl?"

"You know very

"Hear, hear," Peter called, with a
light patter of applause.

"But I've done my best to teach
you to defy me," she went on.
"As you often remark," Peter assured her comfortably, "I

"but any girl

an apt

"So that in all fairness to me,
oughtn't you to think twice about
this
this bleached divorcee?"
"Twice?" Peter repeated contemplatively. "Mother, if twice were all
I thought of Elizabeth, this little talk
of ours would be far afield of the
point."
"Of course I trust your judgment,"
Mrs. Brace continued unconvincing-

who

—

you is lucky."
"So you seem to have mentioned
past,"

her

son

remarked.

"However, never hesitate

to repeat
strengthens my ego, not very
weak to begin with."
"You are a very superior young
man," Mrs. Brace retorted to his
raised eyebrows.
"Look at you!

it.

am

pupil."

boastfully,

the

am

contrition.

"I don't like to boast," Mrs. Brace

in

well that I

warning you against That Woman,
Elizabeth Caldwell," Mrs. Brace said.
She had to look quite a long distance
up to Peter, who was, black hair,
snapping black eyes, and all, the
image of his lamented father only
more so. "I know I'm domineering,"
she added without visible sign of

terror.

said
gets

showing?" Peter inquired
Then he added provokingly,

cliches are

It

Handsome,

tall

—

"I wish I could return the compliment," Peter answered frankly. "It
is obvious that although I have spent
a total of six hours in Elizabeth's

"A

splendid engineer with a fine
future," Peter inserted nimbly. "You
never forgot that before," he added
plaintively.

you don't

"I'm beginning to

— and

charming company
your judgment I have already been measured for the job of
third husband."
"Whereas ?" she prodded deli-

company

feel

really care."

it

"You are laughing at me, of
course," Mrs. Brace said matter-offactly.
"Nevertheless, I repeat, you
are everything any girl could want."
"Do you have the feeling your

is

—

in

—

cately.

"Whereas
28

I

have spent six hours

"
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company," Peter said. "In
judgment this is not adequate
in her

man

plunge a

my
to

into a lifetime of matri-

mony."
"There!" Mrs. Brace said triumph"I knew you were too sensi-

antly.

young woman, although not blond
That Woman. However, I have

like

seen her constantly yearning over
her infant and cannot visualize her
in a flirtation with you."

"Don't

ble."

said.

"I do find her attractive, though,"
Peter reminded her. "Don't go get-

all."

ting

At

smug."
Mrs. Brace burst out fer"I wish the Kents hadn't

this

vently,

moved

to

Mexico

!

Peter hooted. "That's getting

he

to essentials, that is,"

down

said.

"If

the Kents

hadn't sold their house,
Elizabeth Caldwell wouldn't have
bought it, and so of course we might
never have met. Thus, in direct logical progression, how can you ever
forgive the O'Malleys?"
Mrs. Brace looked blankly at her
son. "The O'Malleys?" she repeated.
"How do they come into it? We've
never had better neighbors."
"But they are not your neighbors
at the moment," Peter pointed out.
"Oh, well, that's only for a couple
of months," Mrs. Brace said, relieved. "Just until Frank straightens
out his Chicago office."
"They've sublet, haven't they?"
Peter asked patiently. "I may fall in
love with her, whoever she is. After
all, they're next door,
closer even
than Elizabeth. I won't have so far
to walk."

"How
of

unfilial of

you

my selfless maternal

to

make

light

anxiety," Mrs.

Brace said pleasantly. "However, I
have no fears for your safety next
door. They are a young couple with
a baby. She is all mother at the
moment. We have merely exchanged
since they moved in
only yesterday, but I may have to
speak to her very soon since I am
sure she dresses the baby too warmly
for this time of year. She is a pretty

introductions,
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artillery,

Mother," Peter
bring out the heavy
surrender, baby and

despair.

"When

I

she'll

"I believe I shall have to step out"The air in
here is too heavy with your innuendo.
Besides, there is little point in serving
you a meal, since no doubt my cookside," Mrs. Brace said.

ing will no longer please you."
"This is too much," Peter protested, laughing. "The poor girl merely
mentions that she does not care for
beef stew, and that makes her a
pariah."
"Elizabeth Caldwell has not been a
girl for some years now," Mrs. Brace
said firmly. "I am quite sure that
she would be too mean to cook beef
stew just to please you. Or roast
beef, since it is also a favorite of
yours. You may as well get used to
doing without."
With her bright blue eyes looking
pointedly into the distance, she swept
by him regally, a feat which took
some doing, since she was only a
hairsbreadth over five feet.
It was a fine spring afternoon, just
past two. The young couple next
door, Matthews by name, had just
brought the usual paraphernalia indigenous to babies out into the back
yard and, having deposited their
child in the playpen, vanished indoors. The lawns were not separated
even by hedges, and Mrs. Brace
walked over to chat with the baby.
He was dressed in a heavy snowsuit, and although Mrs. Brace re-

minded herself sternly that it was
really none of her business, she determined nevertheless to speak to the
mother about the injudicious way

!

"

!
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she overdressed the child. Although,
Mrs. Brace decided philosophically,
it was probably just a New Method.
She herself had raised Peter by all
the New Methods in series as each
was introduced, having found to her
delight that she could be firm, permissive, Freudian, and so forth without in any way doing a thing different from the way she would have
done it in the first place. And really,
without prejudice, she told herself
contentedly, you'd never want a more
independent, maturer man than Peter
at twenty-four. If only that Dreadful

Woman

—

She looked over

the pleasant
cottage next to this one of the O'Malleys. As she watched, its new mistress
at

appeared in the doorway. She only
wears those tight slacks because she
has such a stunning figure, Mrs.
Brace thought, somewhat unreasonably. Sensing motion to the rear, she
added grudgingly that nobody could
blame Peter for running like an ant
after sugar whenever that lusciously
constructed female appeared. There
he went, halfway across lawns on the
instant

"Have you seen our new neighbor's
baby?" she asked adroitly. Peter
halted in midstep. He was far too

—

—

well bred
naturally!
to continue past without at least a show of
civil interest, so he joined her be-

the playpen.
Mrs. Matthews
opened the door and peered out.

side

"Is anything
anxiously.

"Not
ciously.

"Is

called

Mrs. Brace said grason is just about to
Billy. There, Peter, isn't

at all,"

"My

meet little
he sweet?"
tone.

wrong?" she

he?" Peter asked in an under"Seems a glum little devil to

me."

The baby stared up owlishly at
them. Mrs. Brace began to chirp the

feminine nonsense, to which
responded by looking
morose.
Mrs. Matthews came out and bent
"Is Mummy's boy
over the pen.
comfy?" she crooned. "Is Mummy's
usual

the

baby

Billy a

good boy?"

having any.
broodingly about him.
Billy wasn't

"I

wonder

if

He

he's a bit too

looked

warm?"

Mrs. Brace asked, and bending over,
unzipped the snowsuit. "There!"
Mrs. Matthews rapidly rezipped
the snowsuit and said, "I'm so sorry!
I know it must seem he's dressed too
warm, but he's just got over the
worst cold
Billy made no observable response
to these tender ministrations.
Mrs. Brace asked his age and was
informed that he was ten months
old.
Before they could go further
back to the inevitable obstetrical details, Elizabeth, apparently tired of
waiting for Peter, sauntered over.
At this addition to their circle, Mrs.
Matthews, not at any point what you

—

might

a social type,
confused, although

call

became

she remained grimly polite and gave courteous little answers as they were
called for. She kept looking uneasily
to the house until finally, as if in
answer to some unspoken plea, her
young husband came to the door,
called out pleasantly, "How about
dinner, honey?" With an audible
gasp of relief she fled inside.
"Maybe she doesn't want so many
people hanging around the kid,"
Peter offered. "Isn't there an antigerm school of thought?"
frankly

—

"Nonsense that's obsolete," Mrs.
Brace said expertly.
"Company's
good for babies." She promptly introduced Elizabeth to Billy, leaving
her no choice but to address the
child.

"Hi, kid," Elizabeth said,

which

The Crime That Did Not Follow
just about the degree of womanly
tenderness Mrs. Brace had anticipated. She hoped Peter would notice, although with the way the silk
blouse melted into the skin-tight
slacks, he'd be a wonder to notice
anything else. The baby turned on
Elizabeth the steady stare that was
"What
so disconcertingly gloomy.
gives with him, anyway?" Elizabeth
asked uncomfortably.
Mrs. Brace was not in the least
surprised that Peter asked loudly,
"Care for a short walk before dinner,
Elizabeth?" Undoubtedly he was embarrassed at the side of Elizabeth revealed by her manner with the baby.
As they left, Peter called to Billy,
"Goodbye, fella," quite properly,
Mrs. Brace thought.
"Oh
bye, kid," Elizabeth said,
too loudly and too unfeelingly, Mrs.
Brace trembled for any children
and tremElizabeth might have
bled again at the prospect of Peter
as their father. She frowned after
them briefly, then turned, and looked
only to gasp in
absently at Billy
astonishment at the bright smile that
transformed his little face. For a
moment she could only stare blankly.
If that smile had come at any other
time
but until just now the child
had remained perversely dull. The
conclusion, outrageous as it seemed,
appeared inevitable
Elizabeth had
made him smile! Mrs. Brace had
perforce to ignore the conclusion,
simply because it was impossible and
did not even aspire to the dignity of
the logician's "possible-improbable."
Elizabeth was a heartless, superficial
woman. She couldn't have succeeded
in making Billy smile where even his

was

—

—

—

—

—

own mother

failed.

According

to

Peter, I coin cliche after cliche, Mrs.

Brace ruminated with some agitation.
Well,

I

will coin

can trust a

woman

yet another:

You

a child loves. But

I
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could never trust Elizabeth!
She looked intently at Billy,

had

lost his radiance.

who

Although she

performed all the reassuring
and entertaining tricks she knew, he
would not smile again. In complete
bafflement she walked slowly home.
How very extraordinary She kept
thinking that over and over. Can I
have been wrong in my evaluation
of Elizabeth? She dismissed this as
an unlikelihood too remote for consideration. She knew from her sizefour shoes up that she had not made
a mistake. Elizabeth was an empty
herself

!

woman

sort of

common.

unfortunately

too

all

—

the baby had smiled!
But still
Proceeding logically from the assumption no, from the fact that

—

—

had summed Elizabeth up accurately, she must review the incident until she found a clue to the
she

mysterious appearance of

little

Billy's

was either that, or admit
she was wrong about Elizabeth, a
choice which didn't bear thinking
smile.

It

of!

She went back over the scene slowbeginning with her own and
and intelligent atPeter's gentle
tempts to get the baby to smile, then
on to the mother, who had failed
too, and finally to Elizabeth's effortEach time she went
less success.
ly,

over

sum

it,

in

it

came out
addition.

the same, like a

The

baby

had

smiled for Elizabeth!

But no baby would! Mrs. Brace
closer to tears than to smile in

felt

Elizabeth's presence herself, so

why

not a baby? Therefore: after logic
had stripped the incident to its bone,
there remained only one conclusion.
Within ten minutes of focusing all
her lively mental powers on the problem, she was left with no alternative
at all. There was only one thing to
do. She reached for the telephone.
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Once on course, so speedily did
matters progress that although Peter
returned from his walk less than half
an hour later, it was exactly as a taxi
deposited at their front walk a grayhaired man and a young woman,
each carrying luggage.
Even in the brief time it took for
them to traverse the front walk, it
was apparent that although the man
had a smile he could produce when
necessary, the girl's face, which was
drawn and extremely pale, would
yield nothing. Her manner was so
set and rigid that the brown eyes
looked neither to the left nor to the
right.

She was young and in good

time might have been pretty, but at
this moment she was all but petrified

by

fear.

Mrs. Brace flung open the front
door with glad cries, kissed the girl

hugged the man, and drew
them enthusiastically into the house.

heartily,

Peter trailed

"Long

after.

he suggested, and his mother replied, "Oh, dear,
lost relatives?"

My

greeting, like the luggage they carry, is merely to give
verisimilitude to the act. They must
no, Peter!

appear to be relatives, you see."
"Ah," said Peter.

"You

are bewildered, naturally,"

mother commiserated, and although her manners were in general
impeccable, as she had been known
his

admit quite freely, she did not
take the time to make introductions. Instead, she hastily conducted

to

now

the strangers into the kitchen, guiding them to the window over the sink.
"You can get a perfect view from

here." she said.
"Perfect," Peter agreed solemnly,
looking past the baby, still forlorn
in its pen, to where Elizabeth Caldwell was lounging handsomely in her
doorway and lighting a cigarette in
practiced fashion. Mrs. Brace

frowned

at Peter reproachfully, but
she turned back to watch too.
man in shirt sleeves and carrying pruning shears had appeared

A

from

nowhere.

He seemed

to

be

speculating about the maple on the
sidewalk in front of Elizabeth's
house.
"Who's he?" Peter said. "I've
never seen him before."
"He's one of ours," the grayhaired stranger said, and handed a
pair of binoculars to the young

woman.

She focused them, stared,
whimpered, "Yes, yes, it's Elizabeth!" and began to crumple. Peter
caught her as she fell and swung her
up easily into his arms. "That's
right," his mother said vaguely. "My
room."
Peter placed the girl gently on his
mother's bed and looked thoughtfully at the sweet face, relaxed

in unconsciousness.

He

now

returned to

mother alone,
the window.
he demanded,

the kitchen to find his

but

still

peering

out

"What's cooking?"
and peered out too. The gray-haired
man was halfway across lawns, walking casually
he was about to pass
the playpen where the baby sat
mournfully watching him.
"He's
after Elizabeth, isn't he?" Peter demanded,
"Yes, dear," his mother said taut-

—

"Something's going on, what is
it?" Peter demanded. At this point
the man outside swerved and scooped
the baby out if its pen. Holding the
child close he ran back into the
kitchen. As if this were a signal

—

—

men began to
undoubtedly it was
appear magically from parked cars
and telephone poles and the branches
of trees, appeared and advanced upon the Matthews' house. There was
but the
no sound, no command
Matthews' back door opened, and the

—

"

The Crime That Did Not Follow
young couple came down the steps,
hands raised.
"Without a shot!" observed the
stranger, who was actually Police Inspector Harrity.
The young couple were conducted
to a nearby telephone repairman's
truck and driven off.

explained

"Borrowed," Harrity

complacently. "Nobody ever suspects
a utility company."
Elizabeth Caldwell still stood in
her doorway, watching and smoking,

having at no time shown any more
concern than might be expected from
a disinterested observer.

"I

thought

you

said

they

were

after Elizabeth!" Peter exploded.

"Oh, Peter, you have it all wrong,"
Mrs. Brace said. "Not that Elizabeth
this one
She kissed the baby and
went on cooingly, "Little Elizabeth
Varrick. Kidnapped."
Peter ran a handkerchief over his
forehead. "It doesn't follow. Mother,"
he said. "Non sequitur, as we brilliant academicians put it."
"Ha, ha, a humorist," said Harrity. "Lucky your mother twisted this
non sequitur around to make sense."
He beamed a middle-aged beam at

—

!

Mrs. Brace, who said in a flurry,
modestly ignoring the compliment,
"Wasn't that smart of the kidnappers?
They rented the O'Malley
house so they could move into it like
any young couple with a baby. They
didn't have to hide out at all. Then,
just to make surer, they pretended
the child was a boy. Although they
needn't have kept her steaming in
that hot snowsuit just so nobody
could possibly
er
They were
safe as a bank anyway. If it hadn't
been for Elizabeth Caldwell not being that type
"What type?" Inspector Harrity

—

—

.

—

inquired.

"The type that could make a baby
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smile, of course! The moment I saw
that baby smiling at her I knew there

was something wrong. I mean, I
knew no baby who resisted smiling
at

me

— or

at

my

son

— or

certainly

own mother, would then smile
cold, heartless woman. So then

at his

at a
I

remembered

the

that Peter had said
Elizabeth, and of course

name

after that

"Was

it

was obvious."

indeed?" Peter inquired.
"Well, of course! I just asked myself what had happened that made
the baby smile, and I thought, why,
Peter said a name. Elizabeth. So I
began to add things up. If we
granted that the baby's odd behavior
was due to fright
and he certainly
looked scared or something!
and
then suddenly that poor frightened
baby smiled at the sound of a name,
it must be one that had a good association for him. Only of course it
it,

—

—

—

Only, at the time
but anyis obvious when you look at
it that way.
Of course I had an advantage in knowing that no child
would take to Elizabeth. Children
only love people who love them."
"Mother, you think in cliches,"
Peter said.
"Well, what's wrong with that?"
Harrity wanted to know, somewhat
is

her.

way,

it

belligerently.

"Poor Peter," Mrs. Brace said.
"Don't you see this cliche turned out
to be as right as most of them. Because when I called the police and
asked if a child named Elizabeth had
been kidnapped, they came at once
and brought the poor child's aunt
along to identify her. That's the aunt

my
Oh—"

in

bedroom, Margery Varrick.

All three suddenly recalled the
fainting aunt, who relieved them of

concern by appearing in the doorway
and then walking weakly to a chair
Peter pushed forward for her. She
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held out her arms for the baby, and
little Elizabeth went chuckling and
laughing into her aunt's arms. Margery held her very close and murmured, "I didn't know how I was going to tell them. I don't know which
part of it was the worst, but I think
the fear of telling them."

"Poor girl," Mrs. Brace said.
"She'd been caring for little Elizabeth for the weekend while her
brother and his wife were away. Of
course she's been desolated."
"And little need for it from that
point of view," Inspector Harrity
said. "This job had been planned a
long time. Think of them renting a
house all open like this! Here they
could settle in with the stolen baby
and wait their good time to collect
ransom."
"Her brother being a wealthy
man," Mrs. Brace inserted tidily, as
if to

ends.
"I

make
can

sure there were no loose

never

thank

you

all

enough," Margery said faintly. Mrs.
Brace reached for the baby and said,

"You

are

Better

let

Margery

hesitated to surrender the

view of having recovered her only minutes before, and Peter said kindly, "Don't
worry, Margery.
Mother is very
capable." He watched indulgently as
the baby changed hands. "There's
nothing my mother likes so much as
taking over," he added reassuringly.
child, not unnaturally in

Margery pushed at her brown hair
and said, "I suppose I look awful."
hardly the word I'd use,"
her approvingly, then
asked suddenly, "Do you happen to
like beef stew?"

"Awful

Peter

is

told

Margery looked surprised. "As a
matter of fact I do," she told him.
"But why?"
"I needn't have asked, really,"
Peter told her. "My mother leaves
nothing to chance."

Naaman
•

Sister

Mary

shaky, aren't you?
take over."

still

me

Janet, S.C.L.

Naaman would

do,

his servants knew,

any tremendous thing
to be free of his leprosy.

But the Lord,

knowing him

better,

asked only a

little

favor:

a seven-times dip
in a small-time river.

Song on the Incarnation
•

Robert Abbott

In the black-shattered darkness

sang in my love
In the night-shining darkness
I loved in my song
As the death-killing star with a shout of a silent
and conquering gladness
I

Arose.

There
In

I

stood

night-shattered, sound-spangled darkness

my

rose the red, spinning Sun
Lighting loving and stillness and all that

As up

Then my gold, running soul
Showed its life to be love
Of a Man of a God,
(Of a

man

all

I

am.

aflame with the Sun

of a God-

Ness), a love shining light
Into dark-shattered, night-dying
Silence.

In a Momentary Sleep
•

Robert Abbott

In a momentary sleep my hand
(driven by you, sea?)
reaches out in sudden violence
to tear from the star-scored sky
first fruit,

its

Venus,
regaled in clarion light;
I am rapt, instead, from earth
and hang among the star-shaped heavens
all flame and gold from rapt encounter

but

till,

blazing,
I

in

fall

again to earth

momentary

sleep.
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The Witness
•

Paul Ramsey

you mean? That they're your kin?"
"Nawsuh. We's all brothers in

"Nawsuh." He wasn't defiant or

He

hangdog.
quietly

"OK.

leaned forward, polite,

"Nawsuh."

resistant.

Christ."
The detective shrugged with faint
courtesy. That brought it back to nor-

down,
Jones." The Negro sat down on the
edge of a rocker, not watching or
looking away. John Barrow turned
away, walked, put both hands on the
Let's

try

again.

Sit

mal. Religious talk punctuated the
evasions and wheedlings and plain
lies of people like Massingale Jones
just as regularly as whiskey punctuated their evenings. That made it
all right. He went on.
"You've gotten some money lately.
Bought you the nice new stove here,
got a TV and paid for it, and a table
and paid for it, and some carpets and
paid for them, and bought you some
paint. All cash. Not many of you people in this part of the town pay cash
for TV's and stoves, do you? You
did. That right?"
shade quicker this
"Yassuh."

cold brown metal of the new space
heater that took up a good part of
the Negro's living room, his back to
the man. He began very quietly talking, asking again.

"You were

at

Pete David's house

night?"
"Yassuh."

last

"You know

Pete's a junkie?"
"Yassuh."
"How long have you known that?"

"Two, three months maybe."
"And Henry Madison? You know
he's on the needle?"

A

time, a

visit

him often?"

"Yassuh."

"And

Fly

Beaumont?

"Yassuh."

"You

visit him."
"Yassuh."
"How often?"

"Once a week maybe."
"That's three of your friends on
That right?"
"Yassuh. My friends and broth-

ing.

ers."

actually

if

middle-aged, heavy-browed,
sitting forward, rocking
slightly in the black chair. "What do

ed

let

him

Do you?"

you?"
"Not wages. No." Clearer now, a

mild-

ly surprised for the first time, lookat the

quiet

Good,

"I does the Lawd's work."
"Do you? That's fine. But you
don't get wages for that. Now do

it?

Barrow turned,

it.

—

Another

one?"

Lt.

edge in

heat up a little, play his anger. That
could work. Butter them up, joke with
them, make them mad, rough them
only
up a little at headquarters
get the truth. That was a job Lt.
Barrow had been practicing for several years now. And, he told himself,
he usually got it.
"And you don't have a regular job.
You don't go to work every morn-

"Yassuh."

"And you

little

little

haughty.

Barrow

Negro

the tone.
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didn't even bother to mock
the Ne-

He moved toward

The Witness
dropped his prac"But you get money for

gro, shouted, then
ticed voice.

pushing dope, don't you?"
"Nawsuh." Clear and sharp and
cold.

He was close now, the Negro looking up at him, not arrogantly, just
bluntly. "All right, then, Jones, where
does your money come from?"
"From my

"A

religious work."

revivalist?"

"I sometimes runs revivals."
"Is that where the money comes

from?"

"Some

of it."

Stubborn and

re-

laxed now, going to make you chip
and peck and nibble for every speck
of truth

you

get.

"And the rest
"From other

of your money?"
religious services,
mostly for healing."
"Oh. Oh. You're a healer."
"Yassuh. Like the Lawd Jesus

was."

"Then you know something, Jones,
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murderers too? You heal all the crazy
and the sick and the criminal in this
town, and I'll retire, I'll go way down
to Daytona Beach, Florida, and just
sit and fish. Heal ahead!" John Barrow thought about that for a second.
Then he went on. "In the meanwhile,
Narcotics Squad likes to

the

—

"Get a writ, get a writ or a warrant and I'll come. I let you in here
without no warrant, but I don't have
to go to the police station without no
warrant."
"All right,
take papers?

Why does it
say you're a Christian, and so you ought to help fight
crime. Why not help us?"
"Because I's had to heal some of
my brothers who come back from the
all

right.

You

something interesting? Even if you
weren't pushing dope, which I think
you do, you can still go to jail for
practicing medicine without a li-

police station, that's why."

cense."

"OK. I'll
moved to the
porch, down

don't practice medicine without a license, and I don't push dope.
I just prays over folks and they gets
well, cause the Lawd heals them like
He healed them long ago on the high
."
hills and down by the sea when He
"Cut it out. Stop it." Partly be-

"But

I

.

.

cause Barrow knew where preaching
rhythms could lead, which was not
to the sort of truth he was after. Partly because he was getting irritated.
"Do you make a specialty of healing
junkies?"
"Nawsuh. I's healed cancer, and
I's healed colds, and I's healed beatup men. I's healed five men who took
dope since the first of the year."
"That's pretty good. Put us out of
business at that rate. Do you heal

know

where dope comes from, and maybe
you can help us
as a witness. Will
you come down to headquarters in the
morning and talk to us?"
"Nawsuh."
"And why not?"

"Oh," very softly. "Wise."
"Nawsuh. Not a bit. Not a
bit

little

even."

a paper." Barrow
door, across the narrow
the fresh-painted, still
rickety stairs, stopped in the yard
and turned. Massingale Jones stood
in the door. "Please stay around."
He said it kindly. He even felt it.
"We won't hurt you at headquarters."
"Thank you, Mr. Barrow. May the

Lawd

bless

get

you and keep you from

evil."

The detective walked gingerly away
from the benediction, avoided the

mud

puddles of Short 17th Street,
stepped in his Ford, and drove away.
That ended the first meeting.
The second meeting was accidental,
in a back room of a shack of a tavern. Lt. Barrow was looking for Fly
Beaumont, expecting to find him.
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Moonlight had glinted and spurted on
the railroad track along where the
road ran. Not much road. Mud ruts
on either side of grass on a narrow
ridge. He had walked along the grass
the hundred feet or so, not willing to
take his car where many a car belly
roadhad dragged, to the building.

A

house, tumbledo^Mi, neon-lit. He went
in where lavender, orange, red, blue
bubbled across the half dark room

from a juke box

that turned silent
entered. He felt the tense
and sullen silence of activity unwillingly stopped, nodded to the bar-

when he

tender's greeting and question, turned
the handle of a door and plunged on,
heavy and graceless and sure of foot.

A

girl in a red slip gave a low sob
of a cry, ran away from the seated
man who held her, scampered up a
narrow stairway. The Negro at the

table glared fuzzily, hostilely at the

Barrow kept walking. Negro prostitution wasn't his concern
that night, but he would remember,
could use the memory to put some
pressure on the owner should the need
arise. In the next room he saw Fly
all right, the needle still on the table
in front of him. Massingale Jones
was standing, his arms folded squarely, a foot behind the chair where Fly
shuddered and grinned. The detective picked up the hypodermic with
his handkerchief, put it neatly in an
evidence envelope, ordered the two
Negroes to a bare wall, while he took
his time looking, thinking. They stood
patient enough. Fly sniffling a little.
Then with a motion as quiet as the
stance of his middle-aged adversary,
Barrow waved them out, followed
them back through the rooms, across
the glare of eyes in the thick smoke,
back along the bad road to the waiting cars and police. Massingale
Jones still hadn't spoken when they
arrived at the station.
detective.

They stuck to their story. Lord,
they stuck to it Even Fly, even when
going a little mad. The story was
that Massingale had come to heal
him, had prayed and pleaded, but
had no luck. "I wouldn't go cold turkey even for him. I couldn't and I
wouldn't." And didn't. He had taken
the needle and Massingale had watched him, sadly, but had watched him.
Barrow believed the story at last. It
was still good enough to make Jones a
technical accomplice; so they booked
him, left him to sit in a narrow
cell while Fly went off to the hospital
with a doctor and a very husky cop.
Three days later Fly Beaumont
died. He had decided suddenly, half
mad with deprivation already, to
!

kick

it.

They

let

him

try.

He

tried

and made it through to calm, then
went into shock, then into a coma
and did not come out of it. Before
he faded out, though, he talked. And
by that evening they had his contact,
a giant ahnost-white Negro called

Henry

the

Lily,

down

in an alley

from
from

their shots.

nightsticked him
when he ran away
They took a bullet

his elbow. He talked, too, and
they had their break. They made
twenty more arrests that week. On
the morning after the last arrest, Barrow came to see Jones and found
him sitting on the floor, slumped
against the prison bars, asleep.

He took him to his office to talk.
Massingale was quiet for a good
while, slow to respond. The news
about Fly seemed to perplex and hurt
him. Barrow did not want to rub it
But he
in, found it hard not to.
spelled it out gently enough.
"You see, Massingale, if Fly hadn't
cared for you and believed in your
prayers he wouldn't have tried to kick
And he would be alive."
it.
"That is true." Massingale stood by
the desk, downcast, almost flaccid

The Witness
looking.

He

raised his eyes, frowned

with a fierce effort of thought. But
it was still a while before he said
anything more. Then he started speaking slowly, picking a heavy way
through his words. "And Fly would
be alive, and if he was healed, then
he wouldn't have stayed healed."
Then less slowly, gathering rhythm,
firmness. "He'd've gone back to it.
The Lawd Jesus made him well and
took him off. And if Fly hadn't tried,
you wouldn't have got what you
wanted either. You wouldn't have got
your arrests either. So you can pray
to the Lawd and thank him for that."
"Stop it, Jones! Stop it!" He couldn't help it; his skill had deserted him
and he was shouting. He had slammed
the drawer so hard he made the desk
shake. Then he got hold of himself.
"Listen, Massingale, listen. Henry the
Lily is one of your people. You
wouldn't tell me what you knew, because you were afraid the cops would
hurt some of you. You wouldn't tell
us anything. And now you want me to
believe that the Lord Jesus, a man of
peace, helped the cops shoot Henry
the Lily and cripple his arm for life

and then knock him out cold with
billy clubs. Now that's what you're
saying. Do you mean that? Do you
mean that's the way the Lord heals?"
"There's many ways the Lawd
heals, and that was one." Almost
comically stiff and dignified as he
said

it.
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"That's a pretty hard

way

"Yassuh.

a hard way."

It's

"OK. OK." John Barrow smiled,
his good humor coming back smoothly enough. He told the Negro that
he had dropped the charges, admonished him a little, sent him on his
way.

Massingale Jones turned in the
door, said softly, "Thank you, suh.
I'll pray for you, suh."
"Sure,

you do

sure,

please don't get
the Lily."

"Nawsuh.

me

May

Only

wouldn't do that."

I

—

and
when you get
"Oh,

that.

healed like Henry

er

—

Massingale,

town
would you remind the
Lord that we have a good bit of
killing and prostitution and gambling
and general bad behaving in this
town to be taken care of, too?"
looked

all

the dope in

after,

Massingale, for the

first time, slyly

and yet graciously, smiled. "I think
the Lawd Jesus already knows." And
he quietly closed the door.
and praying,
thought, Jones had
enough vanity to want the last word.
He smiled. Another crazy guy. And
he daydreamed a little about the Florida shore, the boats, the hot sun,
the steam on the arms and the back,
the great fish leaping and leaping
again. Then he opened his mail.
For

the

all

his humility

detective

Errata

In the

of heal-

ing, Massingale."

1961 issue, pages 29 and 30, dichomatic should

read dichotomous, and experimental should read experiential.

Grace
•

Perry B. Miller

The mountain and the road conspire to keep
Their gift from premature disclosure. Stone
And dust immure the straining eye in steep
Monotony, rule no respite shall be known
Until the moment of advantage. Then
The mountain yields, and green cascades redeem
The hours. A distant lake reflects again

A

loveliness thought lost in childhood's dream.

This sudden vision of great beauty frees
Me from the boundaries of an ordered scope.
Within this new perspective my soul sees
A frame of order vindicating hope.
Doubt's shaming sadness finds no hiding place
Before the light of an empathic Grace.

The Biology of Physics
•

James Franklin Lewis

What could be more

beautiful than a machine?
Or stimulating than its supervision?
Or vital than its answering belt of tension?
What could be more natural than its sheen?
Is

nature less for having rearranged
living elements to shaft and oil?

Her

Is nature's outgrowth any less herself
For having gone this transcendental toil?

Those who do not produce may punish ease
With frantic gardens, said to be natural still;
But fear of poverty has flowered in steel

Our token

of spoken petals for the wheel.

Have you not noticed how

the powerful piston,

Fit sensitively, is a pure civility?
Well, it is man's self-gratification, crushing

The

lost

imponderables of destiny.

why the grace and poise. That's why,
warm subdued cough sounds like human

That's
Its

Swallowing and contentment in the throat;
why it is beautiful: the mind's gleam

That's

4J0

too.

—

afloat.
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